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1. Introduction
ENTSOG noted that there was significant interest in the Auction simulation Workshop and
expressed its appreciation to stakeholders for their participation. ENTSOG advised that the
aim of the Workshop was to enable participants to gain an understanding of the auction
design proposed in ENTSOG’s draft CAM Network Code, its advantages and potential
disadvantages through an interactive session to improve the current auction design.
ENSTOG advised that whilst the draft CAM Network Code proposes two auction algorithms
for the different standard products, due to time constraints, the session would only simulate
a simplified version of an auction for long term (4 quarters) capacity over 2 unidirectional
Interconnection Points. Following an explanation of the auction principles outlined in the
draft CAM Network Code and a demonstration of a worked example, the Participants were
split into 8 groups, each acting as one bidder with pre-prepared Business Scenarios.

2. The Business Scenarios

Shipper 1 – base load shipper (importer)
 Buys mostly gas at production field in network A and sells to local distributers in
network C
 Aim to purchase 50,000 units of capacity at each IP and each quarter (flat profile
across the year)
 Fixed budget of €1.2 million per annum
Results:
Day 1:

Participants wished to send a clear signal to the market as to the capacity they
required in the hope that the other Shippers would be honest about their
aggregate demand. They bid for 50,000 units in each quarter at the reserve price
(i.e. P0) leaving them a balance of €50,000 of their budget.
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Day 2:

Following the publication of the interim allocation results, they noted that the
aggregate demand for each quarter was very high. They decided to send a
further clear signal to the market that they required 50,000 units at each IP per
quarter. Once again, they bid for this capacity at the reserve price.

Day 3:

They followed a more aggressive bidding strategy in this round in order to
secure the required capacity.

Result:

They were allocated 50,000 units in 2 quarters and exceeded required capacity
in another quarter where they had hoped to be allocated the required amount
pursuant to pro-rata allocation. They were not allocated any capacity in 4
quarters. They were also below budget.

Comments: There is a need to implement mechanisms to prevent “swinging behaviour” as
this does not reflect real market behaviour. There should only be a single round
auction but without rules to discipline users to already place valid bids at the
beginning 10 days are considered as too much since they may rather choose not
to reveal the bidding strategy.

Shipper 2 – base load shipper (importer) - 2
 Buys mostly gas at production field in network A and sells to local distributers in
network B
 Aim to purchase 50,000 units of capacity at IP A-B in each quarter (flat profile
across the year)
 Fixed budget for the whole year.
Results:
Day 1:

Participants noted that other Shippers were not honest with their bids and that
this resulted in nonsensical results following Day 1.

Day 2:

Participants tried to analyse other parties strategies based on the interim
results which suggested that all the IP’s at each quarter were congested.

Day 3:

Participants tried to establish a bidding pattern which proved futile and placed
their bid in the hope of allocation based on pro-rata at the highest price step.

Result:

They secured their required capacity in the first quarter and in the second
quarter they only achieved 50% of the required capacity. However, they were
also below budget.
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Comments: There is a need to develop stability measures to ensure there are clear market
signals. The proposal with one round in 10 days doesn’t give clear price
formation information. Further, pro-rata should be avoided, since the game
showed that there is a lot of strategic bidding behaviour involved that could
lead to wrong allocation of capacity. Group asked for multi-round.

Shipper 3 – peak load shipper
 Buys mostly gas at production field in network A and sells to local distributers in
network C
 Aim to purchase 100,000 units of capacity at each IP in quarters 1 and 4 to meet
winter demand
 Fixed budget of €1.2 million per annum.
Results:
Day 1:

Participants did not worry about their budget constraints and focused more on
their requirement to secure capacity. They didn’t want to show any price signals
on the first Day so they bid for their required capacity at the highest price step
(P9).

Day 2:

They adjusted their bid to the reserve price on Day 2

Day 3:

They bid for their capacity at P9 in Quarters 1 & 4 at each of the IPs.

Result:

They were allocated capacity based on pro-rata allocation and they did not
secure their required amount of capacity. In addition, they exceeded their
budget.

Comments: There is no need for Days 1 & 2 as there are no clear price signals being sent to
the market. They noted that the pro-rata rule encouraged strategic behaviour
amongst Participants. They also pointed out that a strong secondary market
would be required to correct the flaws of the primary market.

Shipper 4 – storage user
 In summer, buys gas at hub A and puts into storage in network B. In winter, takes
gas out of storage in network B and sells at hub C.
 Aims to get at least 100,000 units of gas into storage in each of quarters 2 and 3
(summer) by buying at least 100,000 units of capacity at IP AB. Aims to get the gas
purchased in quarters 2 and 3 out of storage and over to hub C in quarter 4 (winter)
by buying at least 200,000 units of capacity at IP B C.
 Fixed budget of €1.2 million per annum.
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Results:
Day 1:

Participants advised that their strategy on Day 1 was to send out a signal to the
market but not to “spook” it by showing too much demand. The placed bid at
the reserve price where they required the capacity.

Day 2:

Following the publication of the interim results from Day 1 they noted the
aggressive bidding of other Shippers and also that the IP’s were very congested
at the highest price steps. Accordingly, they adjusted their strategy to bid for
more capacity than required in the hope that they would be pro-rated their
required capacity.

Day 3:

They relied on the market signals outlined in the interim results from Day 2 and
took a more relaxed approach to bidding on Day 3. They reviewed their budget
and bid at P7/P8.

Result:

They secured their required capacity for the summer months. However, they
only secured 40% of their requirement for the winter months. They were also
under budget.

Comments: The Participants noted that it proved difficult to budget as it was unclear how
much of the budget they spent until the publication of results following the Day.
They also noted that a strong secondary market would be required to secure the
shortfall of required capacity.

Shipper 5 – trader 1
 Buys mostly gas at hub A and sells at hub C
 Aim to get as much capacity as possible at or below a specific price, in order to take
advantage of an identified spread between hubs which is assumed to remain
constant throughout the year i.e. €9 per quarter at Q 1 & 4 (winter) and €4 per
quarter at Q2 & 3 (summer)
Results:
Day 1:

Participants did not send out a price signal to the market

Day 2:

They refined their strategy and bid low for quarters.

Day 3:

Following the publication of the interim results, they noted that the demand for
capacity had in fact trebled in some cases. Accordingly, they then bid what they
required in Day 3.
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Result:

They were misled by the results from Day 2 and this led them to bid too low and
as a result they did not secure their required capacity.

Comments: Mechanisms need to be put in place to prevent distortions in the market

Shipper 6 – trader 2
 Buys mostly gas at hub A and sells at hub B
 Aim to get as much capacity as possible at or below a specific price (different from
trader 1 i.e. €4 per quarter at Q1 & 4 and €2 per quarter at Q2 & 3), in order to take
advantage of an identified spread between hubs which is assumed to remain
constant throughout the year
Results:
Day 1:

Participants advised that their strategy on Day 1 was to test the market, so they
bid for 100,000 units at every quarter.

Day 2:

Following the publication of the interim results from Day 1 they noted that in
Quarter 3 there was the least demand and felt they were possibly bidding
against one other competitor. Accordingly, their strategy on Day 2 was to
attempt to “bully” their competitor out of the market by bidding at P9 for that
quarter.

Day 3:

They bid at P4 for their required capacity in order to make a margin.

Result:

The results totally changed. They were not allocated any capacity and they
didn’t use any of their budget.

Comments: There was insufficient aggregate information of market behaviour/bidding
strategy at the end of each day throughout the auction. The 10 day bidding
window is irrelevant as there is no market signal. Unless additional rules are
included, the switching up and down in volume and price is considered as
gambling and then a 10 day window was not needed. They felt that perhaps the
price steps were too big since a lot capacity was not allocated at all. The group
identified that at certain price steps shippers stepped out of the auction process
completely although they´ve placed significant volume bids at the price step
before. The group assumed that smaller price steps would allow for smoother
transitions between two price steps. Also, they felt that this did not send out a
clear signal for investment purposes as there were big changes between
quarters and from the interim or final results, a TSO would not know whether
there was higher demand than the available capacity.
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Shipper 7 – Prime Mover scenario – The Disruptive Bidder
 Bidding for a lot of capacity for one or two quarters at IP A/B for the first two rounds
 Suddenly dropping out in the last round trying to drive the price
 Unlimited budget
Results:
Day 1:

Participants advised that the bid for all capacity available at IP A-B for quarters 1
& 4 at the maximum price step.

Day 2:

Ditto.

Day 3:

Participants withdrew on Day 3.

Result:

Participants advised that they achieved what they set out to do i.e. they were
not allocated any capacity and they did not spend any money. However, it was
unclear whether the price hike was as a result of the business case or due to the
other Shippers strategies.

Comments: The Participants set out a number of possible refinements to the auction process
which were as follows:
1. Shippers should only be allowed to reduce capacity in subsequent days –
this would prevent them from being silent in the first few bidding days.
Shippers can, however, increase their price, but not capacity on subsequent
days – this should ensure an honest result.
2. There should be a mechanism to allow for early closure of the auction. For
example, at an uncongested point, if all bids from the first Day are honest
and it is clear after this round that there isn’t huge demand beyond the
reserve price then the auction should close early and this is the best
outcome as everyone gets the capacity they require at the lowest price. This
would prevent a late bidder entering to inflate the price to then step out at
the end as they run the risk of being allocated capacity that they do not
want if the auction ends early.

Shipper 8 – Prime Mover scenario
 Bidding for a large amount of capacity for winter quarters of the IP B/C only in the
last round, so as to not disclose the need for capacity as long as possible.
 Unlimited budget
Results:
Day 1:

Participants did not enter any bids on Day 1
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Day 2:

Ditto for Day 2

Day 3:

They bit for all available capacity for quarters 1 & 4 at IP A-B at the maximum
price step.

Result:

They were allocated capacity pro-rata. As they had no budget, this was not
problematic.

Comments: The Participants agreed with the refinements suggested by the Participants of
Shipper 7 Group as outlined above.

3. Discussion on Fundamental Issues
a) Stability/Price Discovery Measures
All Participants pointed out that the information available about the behaviour from all
auction participants at the end of each day was not sufficient and that there was a
requirement to develop stability measures to ensure credible bids are submitted on each
Day. These rules must be defined to limit or restrict the adjustment of bids, to minimise
misuse behaviour during the auction and provide reliable information during the whole
process.
b) Early closure of auctions (linked to above point)
It was suggested that there should be a mechanism in place to incentivise shipper to place
bids already at the beginning of the auction. For example, the auction should close early
where demand is less than the available capacity. Also, the bidding window should close
early if nothing additional occurs in subsequent auctions. This creates more transparency as
opposed to encouraging gaming strategies. However, it was also outlined that with such a
solution the closure of auctions across the EU could not be fully synchronised and some
preferences for simultaneous open and closure times were raised.
Some Participants also suggested that the 10 day bidding window seems excessive especially
when the information provided each day is not reliable.
c) Pro-rata
i)

Pro-rata at the top price step (P9) when the demand is still greater than the offer Participants did not want the inclusion of any kind of pro-rata within the auction.
The general consensus was that it encouraged exaggerated bidding in the
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expectation that allocations would later be scaled back. It was suggested that the
introduction of additional or infinite price steps could deal with this issue.
ii)

Pro-rata when the demand drops significantly between price steps (as suggested by
CRE) – Participants were clear that pro-rata between mid-stack price steps should
not be introduced in such cases. It would be difficult to define when such a drop is
considered as significant and this would be an easy way around auctions if the
reserve price is set very low compared to the P1 – then the drop would always be
great then applying pro-rata would eliminate the auction in general.

d) Multi-round auction as opposed to single round auction
Although the majority of Participants welcomed a single round approach, comments were
made that a multi-round auction would have merit especially as the current auction design
requires some additional rules (described above)
e) Binding bids
Many Participants felt that in order to ensure that Shippers did not behave unfairly and to
prevent unlimited modification or withdrawal of bids, all bids should be binding in nature.
This would prevent gaming and Users could expect more reliable market information.
f)

Incremental Capacity
It was suggested by a number of the Participants that the introduction of Incremental
Capacity would solve the congestion issues at Interconnection Points and would deal with
the pro-rata issue. It was also suggested that the issue of over-recovery could be alleviated
by the introduction of Incremental Capacity.

4. Conclusion
Participants noted that the Auction Workshop was a success as it effectively demonstrated the
proposed auction algorithm as outlined in the draft CAM Network Code and highlighted various
issues for each Participant to address in their written responses. ENTSOG encouraged all
Stakeholders to deliver their written responses on or before the 3rd of August, 2011 and stressed
that Stakeholders should seek any clarifications on the draft CAM Network Code from ENTSOG,
where required prior to that date. Measures to take will be discussed when the stakeholder
responses are analysed.
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